Ann Zinman Introduction

Ladies and gentlemen, it’s now my privilege to introduce you to an esteemed Jewish National Fund lay leader...

She is a pillar of the Phoenix Jewish community, who has led and mobilized the Jewish Federation of Phoenix as Women’s Campaign and General Campaign Chair, the Phoenix Jewish Genetic Testing Board and the National UJC Women’s Philanthropy Board...

She is a passionate Zionist, who as a member of Makor, JNF’s Speaker’s Bureau, is well-versed on JNF’s impact and travels across the country speaking to groups and individuals about JNF’s work for the land and people of Israel.

And she is steadfast advocate for JNF, who sits on the Go North Task Force and Women’s Executive Board, JNF’s Speaker’s Bureau, spent years as president of JNF’s Arizona chapter, and received the prestigious JNF Golden Branch Award with her husband Ted.

Ladies and gentlemen, please welcome the co-chair of JNF’s 2017 Interfaith Mission, Ann Zinman!